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For those who were in combat please note
that you can be as specific as you want to.
However, you should provide the essentials
such as your Division, Regiment, Bat., Company and which campaigns you participated
in. So you might mention that you were at
Yudam-ni or Koto-ri, Chosin Reservoir, etc.,
what you did there, along with your overall
assessment of what happened. Non-combat
veterans should do the same, providing the
essential points of your military career.

The Magic of the Redbud Tree
Let us not be forgotten! Let us be like the
Redbud Tree—an early harbinger of spring
that adds a splash of color to the tired winter
landscape. Magical because buds form on
old wood, thus the flowers of the Redbud are
so much like us, the men of the 312!
So let us bloom and flower by sharing our
wisdom, thereby leaving our legacy for future
generations to understand and appreciate.
We may be “old wood” but we have many
colorful and interesting stories and opinions
to tell, a life’s wisdom to share, and a legacy to
leave! We are the men of the 312 and will not
be forgotten, so let us begin!

Name
Born & Raised (When, where, siblings, city,
etc)
Extended Family (Wife, children, grandchildren, etc.)

Old Wood Flowers Profile

Schooling

If you wish to share your wisdom by telling
some of your stories, it’s very easy to do. Just
fill in the blanks in each of the following areas
of your life on a separate sheet of paper. You
can have your children and grandchildren
help you with this—it would be an interesting
project for them. By doing so, you will be
sharing with us and many others, your life’s
legacy. Instead of just remembering the
name “John Jones”, we can remember John
Jones the person and who he was and what he
accomplished in his lifetime. You are all very
important people.

Military Service
Work History (Civilian)
Service organizations
Special Achievements
Bucket List (Things you would still like to do)
Other things you would like to share such as
how you felt about the war in general, fighting
in a strange land for people you didn’t know
and the draft if you were drafted, etc. In other
words, what were you thinking over there.
terson, Ron Twentey, Jim Mobley, John
Koontz, Roy May, Charles Gaush, Lou Surratt,
and Jerry Moore. After the service, lunch was
served consisting of soup and sandwiches
with dessert prepared by members of the
congregation. The family was sincerely impressed by the presence of the Veterans.

Jacobson Memorial Service

A memorial service was held on April 11, 2014
for Al Jacobson who passed away on Sunday
January 26, 2014 at his home. The service was
delayed due to the inclement weather in January. The service was held at the Seventh Day
Adventist Church on Robinwood Drive with
Rev K Dick Thomas, Associate Pastor, officiat- For news stories please always provide the
ing. The KWVA Antietam Chapter was reprefollowing: WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, and
sented by nine members: Les Bishop, Pat PatWHY. It eliminates a lot of uncertainty.
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The truth is, that unless you let go, unless you forgive yourself, unless you forgive the situation ,
unless you realize it’s all over, you cannot move
forward.

The Sewol Tragedy
The South Korean ferry Sewol out of Inch’on
suddenly developed a severe starboard list
on April 16, 2014. Of the 476 passengers and
crew on board, 124 were rescued but 274
were feared missing as the boat rolled to 90
degrees, capsized and sank by the stern.
There were 78 persons not classified. At this
stage of an investigation, this is not unusual.
Most of the passengers were high school students from the Danwon HS in Ansan on a
field trip to Jeju Island. This is apparently a
routine 300 mile trip made frequently by the
Sewol taking a little over 13 hours at an average speed of 22 knots.
The KWVA Chapter 312 conveys its most sincere condolences to South Korea and to the
families of the students involved. The loss of
so much young talent is so horribly tragic.
The cause of the accident has not yet been
determined at this writing (Apr 18) but may
have been the result of shifting cargo, crew
negligence, or structural problems. It was the
worst maritime accident in Korea in 21 years .

The State broadcaster YTN-TV suggested that
it had been hit by a strong wind which
caused containers stacked on deck to shift.
The ship sank in more than 160 feet of water 30
miles SW of the coast.

Significant Events
May 7

Antietam Chapter 312 meeting, 2:00 PM, American Legion Post 211

May 18

Ft Meade, Massing of Colors, 2:30 PM

May 19

Monument Committee meeting

May 21

Executive Committee Meeting. 2:00 PM, American Legion Post 211

May 24

Memorial Day program at Sharpsburg, 11:00 AM

May 25

Memorial Services at Cedar Lawn Cemetery, 11:00 AM

May 25

Memorial Day Services at Boonsboro

May 25

Hagerstown, Memorial Day services 1:30 PM

May 30

Memorial Day Program at Marty Snook Park, 9:00 AM

May 30

2
Springmill HS trip to National Monument,
room for some Vets; river cruise & meal

June 13—14

Fund Raiser at the Mall at Bon-ton Dept Store

lacked the moral clarity of World War II, with
its goal of unconditional surrender. Some
troops chafed at being sent not to achieve
military victory, but for nation-building. The
enemy, however, fought to kill, mostly with
the war’s most feared and deadly weapons.
American troops trying to help the indigenous
peoples were being killed and maimed, usually with nowhere to return fire. When the
enemy did appear, it was hard to sort out
combatants from civilians, or children.

PTSD or …?
There have been many cases reported for
PTSD in service men returning from the middle east command, veterans of Iraq and Afganistan. However, it is becoming clear that
there must be a distinction made between
PTSD and Moral Injury.
PTSD is the result of some very fearsome
event(s) such as being caught in a mortar impact area or seeing or experiencing an IED or
seeing your friend killed. That is, PTSD results
from gross fear and it takes a long time to
overcome this disorder. Some never do and it
is reawakened by any current event such as a
sudden loud noise, a car crash, a particular
smell, etc.

When there is no specific treatment for an illness, an excess of methods flood the scene
following the old medical maxim: “If it works,
use it”.

Because they are Military Veterans, they have
the discipline and focus that comes with having served their country. They bear their injury
with fierce determination to keep a handle on
their demons. Many of these veterans cure
themselves in this manner.
Moral Injury (MI), on the other hand, does not
result from traumatic events; rather it is the
result of guilt, shame, failure, or all of the
above. Shooting a boy who is firing at you is
an example of an MI-causing event resulting
in guilt and shame as well as the avoidance of
small children. In war, what is moral in combat can be immoral in peacetime society.
Shooting a child warrior in war is OK but in
peacetime it is a felony.

Didn’t mean to exclude anyone but this was the only graph I
could find that included Korea.

Since childhood, we have been taught that
killing is wrong; this has been drilled into us
all through our formative years and thus has
become imprinted [hard wired]. During war
time, we go through basic training where we
are taught how to kill which we take in stride.
In combat however, you really do have to kill
and for some this is difficult. There is a severe
clash of moral values, a collision of basic principles resulting in a moral injury which is a
very grueling task to resolve and often leads
to a psychological disorders. But during more
recent wars, it proved especially hard to maintain a sense of moral balance. These wars

Symptom severity trend over an 18 session treatment plan
showed a decrease in symptoms of 99%.
[69.5/70*100= 99.2%]
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Memorial Day was called Decoration Day for
decades because this was the time soldier’s
graves were decorated with flowers. After a
while, it became a day when all graves were
decorated. The holiday was established during the Civil War and is observed on the last
Monday in May.

Memorial Day Events
There are several Memorial Day events scheduled for Marty Snook Park, Cedar Lawn, and
Sharpsburg as well as Hagerstown, refer to
the table. Members are encouraged to attend
these ceremonies and to wear Class A uniforms or some garb that identifies you as a
Korean War Veteran.

internet service.

The Hermit Kingdom

Other infractions that are severely punished:
girls cannot ride bicycles, it’s considered lascivious. Religion is a threat to the state and
children are taught to worship Kim Il Sung.
There are 34,000 statues of the great leader in
the country and all weddings have to be performed in front of one. Everyone must hang
government provided portraits of Kim Il Sung
and Kim Jong Il in their homes which must be
cleaned daily; the police come by at random
to inspect them. Unfamiliar with western
plumbing, those who flee don’t know how to
flush toilets, they never saw one.

If you owned a ball point pen you would consider yourself very fortunate. If you were told
that in nearby countries they had hot and cold
running water 24/7, you would be totally incredulous. Men in their mid 20s don’t know
that women menstruate, or what that is. The
use of anesthesia for surgery is a recent development.
Electricity is a sometime thing,
sometimes you have it sometimes not. You
definitely don’t have it at night, the only country in the world that is not illuminated at night
despite having staggeringly large reservoirs
and generators. The problem is that the people are so poor they steal the transmission
lines and sell the copper. Welcome to North
Korea, the world’s most isolated nation.

Since they have only one state run TV station
and newspaper, the people are told that their
country is the only functioning and prosperous country on earth!! Other countries are an
Armageddon. The average person eats twice
a day and most cannot afford rice. However,
a majority of the people believe completely
in the regime. It is beyond reason that these
presumably intelligent people believe this but
they do because of their discipline toward authority. As in Stalinist Russia, everyone is
watching everyone else. Neighbors spy on
neighbors, family members spy on each other.
So one must be very careful and think before
they speak in order not to be reported.

Very few people are lucky enough to have a
TV set on which they can watch a grand total
of one channel, run by the state. Neighbors
bring small gifts of food to crowd into the
room to watch. The more daring ones cover
their windows with blankets, lock two or
three door locks in order to watch Steven
Seagal action movies on DVDs someone managed to sneak in, an activity punished by hard
time in a labor camp. There is no internet,
compared to South Korea where 98% have
National Dues Expiration Date
Name

Expiration

Number

Faulder, Claude C

5/9/2014

R044006

Cline, Walter L

5/11/2014

R042088

Englehart, Jesse J

6/6/2014

R040064

Moore, Jerry S

6/13/2014

R044092

Startari, Vitale J

6/18/2014
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R042193

A North Korean defector was out for
only one hour when she discovered that
dogs in China eat better than doctors
back home. Defectors are modern Rip
van Winkles who have been awakened
and found themselves in a modern new
world.
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These subscribers support our chapter with their advertisements; please support them with your business
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